PLEASE JOIN
UTAH CHINA
FRIENDSHIP IMPROVEMENT SHARING HANDS
DEVELOPMENT AND COMMERCE
(Utah China F.I.S.H. D&C)

Tuesday, March 14
12:00 – 3:00 pm
One UN Hotel, Manhattan Room, 2nd Floor

•••••

CHINESE YOUTH OF 2000 TOWNS
CAN SOON PARTICIPATE IN UN
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
AS UTAH CHINA FRIENDSHIP
IMPROVEMENT SHARING HANDS
DEVELOPMENT AND COMMERCE
FOCUS ON GLOBAL YOUTH
EMPOWERMENT IN 2017

•••••

Six Amazing Reports:
(30 minutes each)

12:00—Disadvantaged youth lead business to care for refugee families with charity actions every 8 weeks.
12:30—Social media technology helps families to find and treasure family stories and precious national heritage.
1:00—Elderly care services training and worldwide job opportunities produce wealth for social enterprises established for youth.
1:30—The true story of the families of our disadvantaged brothers and sisters. We must not turn our face away.
2:00—Students Contribution to Empowering Mountain Women (SDG5) and Sustainable Mountain Development (SDG6.6 and SDG15.1) by hosting International Women of the Mountains Conferences since 2007.